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We have investigated the phenotype of mesenchymal stem cells

(MSCs) from human umbilical cord (UC) and their potential to

differentiate into a skeletal muscle phenotype as a new approach to

skeletal muscle tissue engineering. Furthermore, we investigated

whether UC MSCs were capable of differentiation into multiple

lineages, such as osteoblasts, adipocytes and neural cells.

Human UCs were harvested from full term deliveries. Each UC

was cut into 1mm2 pieces and then cultured in DMEM-LG con-

taining 15% FCS for 7–10 days. The pieces were removed and the

phenotype of the adherent cells investigated using FACS. During

cell population expansion, UC MSCs gave rise to adherent layers

of fibroblast-like cells expressing MSC-related antigens SH2, SH3,

CD90, CD29 and CD117 and negative for CD34, CD45, CD133,

CD106, HLA-ABC and HLA-DR. More importantly, when these

UC-derived MSCs were incubated in myogenic conditions for up

to 6 weeks, they expressed myogenic markers in accordance with a

typical myogenic differentiation pattern. Both RT-PCR analyses

and immunohistological staining showed that two early myogenic

markers, MyoD and myogenin were expressed after 3 days of in-

cubation but not after 2 weeks. At week 6, most of the UC MSCs

expressed myosin heavy chain, a late myogenic marker. Our re-

sults demonstrated that UC MSCs possess a potential of skeletal

myogenic differentiation and also imply that these cells could be a

suitable source for skeletal muscle repair and a useful tool of

muscle-related tissue engineering. Finally, osteoblastic, adipocytic

and neural differentiation was demonstrated when cultured in

typical differentiation media.
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Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are a class of molecular as-

semblies that are prepared by spontaneous adsorption of molecules

from solution onto a solid substrate. The process of SAMs andmore

recently, self-assembly of multilayer systems have attracted a great

deal of interest. SAMs technology provides a powerful tool for

generating monolayers of biological molecules on various solid

substrates. The orientation of monolayers offers great versatility in

terms of the complex bio-recognition, which might provide a

method for the in vitro development of biosurfaces that are able to

mimic naturally occurring molecular recognition process. Recently

we were able to form smart (i.e., temperature responsive) poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) (Poly(NIPA)) based SAMs on model sub-

strate surfaces.We have investigated the effects of dipping time and

solution concentration on the formation of SAMs with 3-amino-

propyltrimethoxysilane (APTS) molecules on the Si(001) surfaces.

Poly(NIPA) was synthesized by reversible addition-fragmentation

chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization to contain two different

functional groups at two ends (i.e., -SH and -COOH), then was

covalently attached to the surfaces via surface APTS molecules via

the–COOH terminal groups. 5’-thiolated oligodeoxynucleotides

(ODNs) were immobilized onto these thiol-terminated poly(NIPA)

molecules on the surface by disulfide bond formation. It was pos-

sible to control the hybridizations of these immobilized ODNs with

the target ‘‘complementary’’ ODNswithin the medium by changing

the temperatures (from 258C to 458C) which was monitored by an

ellipsometer
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Vascular Smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) impart important func-

tional characteristics in the native artery, and therefore, should

logically be incorporated in the development of tissue engineered

blood vessels designed for vascular repair or replacement. However,

the native architecture and low porosity of naturally derived bio-

materials (i.e., decellularized vessels) has impeded efforts to in-

corporate VSMCs into the wall of tissue engineered blood vessels.

To this end, the goal of this study was to develop improved methods

for seeding VSMCs onto decellularized porcine carotid arteries.

Decellularized vessels were prepared in the absence and presence of

the adventitial layer, and statically seeded with a pipette containing

a suspension of rat aortic VSMCs. Following cell seeding, re-

cellularized engineered vessels were place in a custom bioreactor

system for 1–2 weeks to enhance cellular proliferation, alignment

and maturation. Seeding of SMCs was dramatically enhanced by

removing the adventitial layer of the decellularized porcine artery.

Moreover, cyclic bioreactor conditioning (i.e., flow and pressure)

augmented SMC proliferation and accelerated formation of a

muscularized medial layer. Fura-2 based digital imaging micros-

copy revealed marked and reproducible depolarization-induced

calcium mobilization following bioreactor preconditioning in the

absence, but not in the presence of the adventitia. The major finding

of this investigation is that following 2 weeks of bioreactor pre-

conditioning, re-cellularized, adventitia denuded, native scaffolds

possessed a relatively thick layer of VSMCs capable of mobilizing

calcium in response to depolarization. These findings represent an

important first step toward the development of tissue engineered

vascular grafts that more closely mimic native vasculature.
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Tissue engineering scaffolds must provide cell anchorage sites,

mechanical stability and structural guidance. Fiber mesh structures

have been considered as adequate scaffolds for tissue engineering

due their high surface area available for the adhesion and prolif-

eration of different cell types. In addition, they present a good

degree of interconnectivity between pores, which is essential for

the migration of cells and diffusion of nutrients.

Herein, we propose a new route to produce fiber mesh scaffolds

from a starch/poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol) (50/50-%wt) blend.

Scaffolds with porosity up to 80% were obtained by a simple wet

spinning technique based on solution/precipitation of a polymeric

blend and subsequent fiber sintering to stabilize the produced 3D

structures. The proposed wet spinning procedure avoids thermal

degradation, typical for the conventional melt spinning techniques,

as shown by thermal gravimetric analysis.

The high surface area and the presence of –OH groups in the

blend components caused relatively high values of water uptake

(about 110%). On the other hand, the samples presented very low

percentages of weight loss in buffer solution, which reveals their

stability in aqueous media.

To enhance cell attachment and proliferation, plasma treatment

was applied to the produced scaffolds. The untreated and treated

scaffolds were examined using SaOs-2 human osteoblastic cell line.

The results showed that SaOs-2 were able to attach and proliferate

on the studied materials. However, double concentration of DNA

was measured for the modified scaffolds after 2 weeks of culture.

Moreover, the cells seeded onto the treated samples showed more

spread morphology with extended filopodia.
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Spinal cord injury (SCI) represents a significant health and social

problem and therefore it is urgent to find strategies that can spe-

cifically target this problem. In this sense the objective of the

present work was to develop a new range of 3D tubular structures

aimed at inducing the regeneration within SCI sites. Up to six

different 3D tubular structures were initially developed by rapid

prototyping-3D bioplotting–based on a biodegradable blend of

starch. The mechanical properties of these structures were assessed

by DMA, in both dry and wet conditions, and their morphologies/

porosities analysed by micro-CT and SEM. Afterwards, gellan gum

hydrogel was injected in the central area of structures. Biological

evaluation was then carried out by determining their cytotoxicity,

usingMEM extraction andMTS test, as well as by encapsulation of

oligodendrocytes (M0III cell line) within the hydrogel phase. The

histomorphometric analysis showed a fully interconnected network

of pores with porosity ranging from 70%–85%. Scaffolds presented

compressive modulus ranging from 17.4 to 62.0MPa and 4.42 to

27.4MPa in dry conditions and wet conditions respectively. Cy-

totoxicity assays revealed that the hybrid SPCL/Gellan Gum

scaffolds were non cytotoxic as they did not cause major alterations

on cell morphology, proliferation and metabolic activity. Finally,

preliminary direct contact assays showed that the hybrid scaffolds

could support the in vitro culture of oligodendrocyte like cells.

Further work will focus on the behaviour of these scaffolds when

implanted in SCI animal models.
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Cell sheet engineering has emerged as a novel method for creation

of three dimensional tissue models without the need for biode-

gradable scaffolds. We aim to develop a new methodology that

builds on the use of electric charge to accomplish non-enzymatic

harvest of stem cell sheets. We arranged charge-sensitive poly-

electrolyte multilayer films (PEMs) by stacking of 9 alternating

layer pairs of poly-L-lysine and hyaluronic acid. These ‘‘soft’’

stacks were either functionalized with fibronectin or additionally

stiffed by crosslinking with [EDC/NHS]. We have established a

new protocol for isolation of Placenta-derived mesenchymal stem

cells (PD-MSC), that we tested here for creation of cell sheets. PD-

MSC were cultured on experimental stacks and examined for

morphology (phase microscopy), viability (life/death stain) and

vitality (WST-1 assay) 48 hours post-seeding. The principal find-

ings are: (1) Native ‘‘soft’’ PEM films do not support stem cell

adhesion even after functionalization with fibronectin. (2) Only

‘‘tuned’’ PEM films stiffed by crosslinking support stem cell ad-

hesion and outgrowth of dense stem cell sheets. (3) PD-MSCs

expressed mesenchymal stem cell and adult cell markers. (4) On

tissue plastic polystyrene, PD-MSCs could be successfully differ-

entiated towards three mesodermal lineages. (5) PD-MSCs main-

tained as dense cell sheets during differentiation. Crosslinked

charge-sensitive PEM films are functional substrates for sheets of

human mesenchymal stem cells. PD-MSC can successfully ad-

here on such PEM films and form viable dense sheets. Ongoing

steps of research concern whether stem cell sheets grown on PEMs

can be successfully differentiated and harvested by applying of

electricity.
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Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have the capacity to migrate

towards lesions and induce regeneration. MSCs labeled with
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